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ON  FINITE  INVARIANT  MEASURES

FOR  MARKOV  OPERATORS1

M.   FALKOWITZ

Abstract. Two lemmas on proper vectors of convex linear com-

bination of operators and semigroups in a Banach space are proved.

They are applied to problems of invariant measures for Markov

operators.

1. Proper vectors of convex linear combinations.

Lemma 1. Let {£,-} be commuting operators on the Banach space B

with ||£J^1. Let P=¿¿Lx<*-iPi "here a,>0, 2*,= !. If Px=Xx, |/| = 1,
then Ptx=kx, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

Proof.    Fix /„; then

p = *iopio +2«i^ = *í.Ph + c - Oô
i* io

where ß=t2i#<« (a¡/(1— Kí0))-^¿í necessarily |IÖ||_I. By a lemma of Foguel

[1, Lemma 2.1], ||(£io-Ö)£n||-*n^„0. But

||(£/o - Q)P«x\\ = ||;."(£fox - Qx)\\ = \\Piox - Qx\\,

hence £, x = Qx and necessarily Pix=Xx.

Remark. The condition a,->0 is not essential in the lemma. If the a,

are nonzero and 2<Li la¿l = W> tne conclusion remains true, with £,x=

(sgn A/sgn a,)x. To see that, consider

ñm\\E\ i

Let us consider a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on £,

£,, with ||£(||_1. Given a measurable, nonnegative function <f>(t), r^O,

with J'=° <p(t)dt = l, define £</, = J'0x <j>(t)Ptdt; extend <£(/) to be zero for
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z<0. For every xeB, the function <f>(t)Ptx is strongly measurable; see

the proof of Theorem 9.2.2 in [5]. Since Jrj° ̂ (OP^II dt <oo, itisBochner

integrable, and WRJ^^ </>(t)dt [5, Theorem 3.5.2].
We wish to find R¿RW:

(R+RyX, x*) = ("4(t)iPtRvx, x*) dt
Jo

0(í)(Rvx, P*x*> d<

=J™<f>it)(j\is)(Psx, P*x*) ds^j dt

= j™<pit)^%is)(Ps+tx, x*) ds^ dt.

Changing variables, one obtains

(R+R^x, x*) = £°<¿(o(j\(>- - Oto*, x*) dr} dt

= So   ̂ {So   W{r ~ '){PrX' X*} dr) dt

"i" Üo   *{t)W{r ~ 0 dt){PrX' X*} dr

/*00

=      (cp * y)ir)(PTx, x*) dr
Jo

since Fubini's theorem certainly applies. Thus P,Í,PV, = P^.V,.

Lemma 2. Let R#= $¡? <f>(t)Pt dt be the operator defined above. If

R^x^Xx, \X\ = l, then X—\ andPtx=x, /=0.

Proof. Suppose first that <j> majorizes a positive multiple of the

characteristic function of a certain interval. That is, there exist c>0 and

0^c7<b such that <f>=c^ [«,,»]• We choose c small enough so that c(b—a)< 1.

Denote \UM by %; then

R+ = cRx + R^rX

= c(b - a)(Rxl(b - a)) +(l- c(b - fl))(^_„/(l - c(b - a))).

Since \\Rxl(b-a)\\, \\R^rxl(l —c(b-a))\\ g!, the former lemma can be

applied to get

—  f P,x dt =
—  ÍZ Ja

Xx.
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Now let s0, a<s0<b and £>0be given. Let o>0 be suchthat \s—j0|<<5=>

||£jc—£Sox||<«. If s is also in the interval (s0, b), a repetition of the argu-

ment above shows

1       fs
-     Ptx dt = Xx.
S — Sq J so

But

II     1       fs II
-     £(x dt - £sox   < £    for    \s - s0\ < ô.

Il S        Sq J so

Since e is arbitrary, Ps¡x=Xx. Thus Ptx=Xx for all a</<£ Now, for any

?>0, let n be so large that t/n<b — a; then, for a certain positive integer k,

a<kt¡n<(k + l)t¡n<b. Hence

Xx = P*£x = Pt/nPf/nx = XPt/nx   and therefore   £;x = x.

Necessarily X=l : Xx=P2tx=P2x=X2x.

For the case of a general <£, we choose 0_y_</> bounded, so that

y> * ip is continuous (convolution of a Lx function with a £œ function; see

[7, Theorem, p. 4]). Let

Vi(0 = (J   W) ds\   f(t).

Then Rwx=Xx, implying RVitWix=X2x and by the previous part, Ptx—x

for all t^.0 and X2=l. But then Xx=R,pX=x and necessarily A=I.

2. Application to Markov operators.    Let (x, S, m) be a finite measure

space. We shall use the notation and definitions of [2].

Applied to Markov operators and invariant measures, Lemma 1 reads:

Theorem 1. Let £=2r=i <*-iPi where Pi are commuting Markov opera-

tors, af>0 and 2 a¿=1- Then a finite invariant measure for P is invariant

for all Pi.

Remark. Suppose £, Q are Markov operators, £l_gl and £

dominates Q in the following sense: £^ag for some 0<a<l. Then

£=aö + (l—a)(£—a0/(l —a) is a convex linear combination of Markov

operators: clearly (£— oc£?)/(l — a) is positive and ((£—a.Q)l(l— a))l_£)l

implies it is a contraction.

The following two results are known. Corollary 1 is due to S. Horowitz

[4] (his result is slightly more general), and Corollary 2 to A. Brunei

(unpublished). Let us show how to derive them from Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Let n be a commutative semigroup of Markov operators

having no finite invariant measure equivalent to m. Then there exist P¿ E II

and a,>0, 2 ai—l, such that 2¿^i a<-P» ts not conservative.
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Proof. M. Lin has shown in [3] that inf,)en mP(A)>0 for every A ell,

m(A)>0, is a necessary and sufficient condition for a finite equivalent

invariant measure for II. Thus there exist a sequence Pi such that there is

no finite equivalent invariant measure common to all P(. By Theorem 1

neither does any o=2ïï=i a¡Pi w'th K¡>0, 2 a¿=l> have such a measure.

Brunei's result in [6] then supplies an operator 2Zo ßiQ\ &^0> 2 A = L

which is not conservative. From the condition for conservativity in [8],

Ph-^h for 0</z^1=í>P/z=/z, neither is (1/(1-/?„))2f=i ßiQ*, wh¡ch is

clearly a convex linear combination of members of If.

Corollary 2. Fez P be a Markov operator and Q=~Zr=o K!-P' "'/zere

a!=0> 2a¿=l- F/zezz ozz invariant measure u for Q is invariant for Pr,

where r is the greatest common divisor ofn>0 such that <x„>0.

Proof. There exist nx,---,nk with an >0 and nonzero integers

qx, • • • ,qk such that r= 2>=i q^j. Write 2i ?*"* f°r the summation over ^

positive and 221¡n¡ f°r the summation ovexqj negative. Since, by Theorem

1, uPn' = u,j=l, • • ■ , k, we have

UPr = (uP-^a'7'')Pr = liP-13'"' = ».

Let {PJ be a strongly continuous semigroup of Markov operators. Then

Lemma 2 reads as follows :

Theorem 2. A finite measure is invariant for {Pt} if and only if it is

invariant for any operator

feo Coo

<pit)Pt dt,    where </>(<) £ 0, <f>(t) dt = 1.
Jo Jo

Using Brunei's result in [6] we may conclude:

Corollary. If {Pt) ¡tas no m-equivalent finite invariant measure, then

there exists a function <p(t) with <f>(t)^.0, f¿° <f>(t) dt= 1, such that J¿° <f>(t)Pt dt
is not conservative.

Indeed, for any Pv= J¿° y>it)Pt dt, if it is conservative, there are ocn^0,

2 a„=l, such that 2 aH^C 1S not conservative. Put </>(/) = 2 Kn(^*)"-

Added in proof. Lemma 2 (and Theorem 2) hold for the general case

of a strongly continuous operator representation by operators of norm

1, of a locally compact connected and metrizable Abelian group. Proofs are

virtually the same, with necessary modifications.
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